Internship Title: Quality Testing Internship – ONE.UF  
Department: Applications Development and Integrations  
Work Location: 800 SW 2nd Avenue Gainesville, FL 32601

Brief Description of Internship:

This internship position will assist testing analysts with developing, performing, and managing testing of the ONE.UF Student Portal in an Agile-like sprint development cycle.

Specific Duties:

- Participate in sprint development sessions
- Create, update, and perform test scripts based on sprint cycle stories
- Track, report, and retest defects found
- Assist identifying processes that can be automated for more efficient testing cycles

Hours Per Week: 10 - 15 hours per week

Qualifications Needed:

- Knowledge of the Software Development Life Cycle and Agile Development
- Strong analytical abilities and a desire to “break” software, then help fix it
- Strong writing and communication skills

Learning Objectives:

- Demonstrate openness, inclusiveness, sensitivity, and the ability to interact respectfully with all people and understand individuals’ differences in order to design and manage testing to ensure functionality meets story requirements
- Learn, assess, and implement quality in an Agile-like development environment
- Develop interpersonal skills which will enable them to build professional relationships, work within a team structure, and to manage conflict in the workplace in fast paced development environment